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EFFECT OF AFTERBODY LENGTH AND KEEL ANGLE ON MINIMUM DEPTH OF STEP FOR
LANDING STABILITY AND ON TAKE-OFF STABILITY OF A FLIING BOAT

By ROLAND E. OEKIN and XOFIMANS. LAND

SUMMARY

Ted~ were made to$ll partly the need for information on the
~fect of ajteTbody dimensions on the hydrodynamic stability of a

jlying boat in smooth water. T7Mdimensions investigated were
depth of step, angle of afterbody k~el, and length of ajterbody.
An analy~”s of the data showed that a~ either the af&erbodylength
or keel angle am increaged an accompanying increase in depth
oj step was required in order to maintain adequate la riding sta-
bility. A comparison of models with di~ering czfierbody length8
but with each ha.rin.g a depth of step which prorideg adequate
landing dability rwa[ed that there wag no marked change in the
take-of stability. A similar comparison for the mode18 with
di~en”ng keel angle showed thd increases in keel angle resulted
in a large increase in the angle of stable trim for take-off and
smne increase in the range of stable center-of+rarity location for
take-off.

A large change in grow load had little e~ect on the landing
stability.

I%e landing-test results hare been redwed to an empirical
formula giL*ingthe minimum depth of step in terms of afterbody
length and keel angle. Thi8 formula is compared m“th re8ult8
from other tank tests, and the correlation is fuirly good. The
formula thus become~ of use in preliminary design.

INTRODUCTION

The primary functions of the afterbody of a flying-boat hulI
are to provide the necessarybuoyancy and dynamic Liftat very
low speeds diIe the airpIane is on the water. At planing
speeds, however, the presence of the afterbody generaIly
is detrimental to the hydrodynamic performance, inasmuch
as it introduces a region of instability which the forebody
aIone does not have and generaUy adds to the water re&t-
ante. Information available to guide designers in their
choice of afterbody configurations for flying boats is gener-
ally inadequate. The effect of changes in dimensions of an
afterbody on the resistance of the complete hull has been
the subject of several reports, but the effect of these changes
on take-off and Ianding stability has not been systematically
imwxtigated.

The purpose of the present report is to give the results of
tests which were made in LangIey tank no. 1 to determine
the effects of afterbody Iength and keel angle on the take-off
and landing stabiIity of a dynamic modeI of a flying boat.
Interest was focused on those afterbody configurations which

resulted in stabIe Iandings inasmuch as landing stability is a
primary concern in the design of a flying boat. Experience
with models has shown that Ianding stability can generally
be attained with a fl..-..-edafterbody length and keel angle if
the depth of step is great enough. Accordingly, each aft==r-
body in the present-series (four Iengths and four keel angles)
vms tested with severaI depths of step in order to determine
the minimum depth necessary for adequate Ianding stability.
Each of these afterbodies, with the depth of step required
for adequate Ia.ndingstabiIity, was then tested to determine
the take-off stability as judged by the available range of
stabIe trim and the range of stable position of the center of
gravity.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The modeI used for this series of tests was a J&size un-
powered dynamic modeI of a h.ypotheticaI flying boat with
a design gross Ioad of 160,000 pounds (91.8 Ib, model size).
A profile of the basic modeI, designated Langley tank model
134A, is shown in figure I and photographs of the model
are shovin as figure 2.

Four afterbodies of ditlering lengths and cmstant keel
angIe (@. 3) and four afterbodies of difTer~ keel angle and
constant length (fig. 4) were tested. The afterbodies of the
Iength series alI had the same chine half-breadth at the same
percentage of length from the step. Afterbodies of the keel-
angIe series were formed by rotat~m the basic afterbody
about a horizontal transverse line passing through the inter-
section of the afterbody keel and the step. Changing after-
body keel by this method led to very short verticaI sides on
the afterbody with the highest keel ande.
designated as fo~ows:

2.61
261
Z 61
261
3.11
211
1.61

The models were

Trim is the angle between the forebody keel and the __L
horizontal.
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(b) Three-quart&front vfwi.

FIGURE2.–LaI@eIy tamkmakl IS4A.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A general description of Langley tank no. 1 is included in
reference 1. The towing geart described in reference 2, was
attached to the main towing carriage.fir these tests. The
general test procedures are described in references 2 and 3.
Landings w-emmade by mceleratiig the towing carriage to
a speed slightly above the take-off speed of the model,
flying the model at the desired landing trim by means of the
remotely centrolled ekwators, then decelerating the towing
carriage at a wnstant rate (1 f tJsec?),and allowing the model
to land and to complete a landing run-out with no further
manipulation of the elevators. The model, when flying,
was at a height above the water such that the sternpost of the
longest afterbody just touched the water at a trim of 14°.
All the landings were made from this height. The trim and
verticaI positions of t.hamodeI during landing were recorded
by a stylus attached to the model that was in contact with a
stationary piece of paper attached to the carriage.

The first landing test of each afterbody was made with a
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(b) Bottomview.

FIGURE3.—AfterbcdyIcngthsaies. Lm@y tankmodd 134, (Ail dlmcrrsfomarefn
Irlchcs.)

depth of step of 7 percent of the m~ximum bmm. T11o
depth of step was then aItt’red in the dirwtion indicfited by
the landing characteristics so thut mmginnl hmding stability
wodd be approached. For each modification, tlw 1rim limits
of stability were determined m well as the landing charac-
teristics. When a depth of step was attuincd which rcsu]lcd
in marginal landing characteristics, the limit9 of sMJe
locations of the center of gravity were tilsoWcrmincd. Thcso
limits were determined by making accelerated runs at a
rate of 1 foot per second pm second with various locations
of the center of gravity and with ihe dcvators neutral and
full up.
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All of the tests were made with a gross load of 91.8 pounds
(160,000 lb, ffl-size) and a.fkp setting of 20° except where
noted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LAFiDLXGSTABILITY

In the operation of flying boats an instability, termed
“skipping,” is frequently encountered during landing. This
instabdity occurs immediately after the initial Iand&Wcontact
and usualIy takes the form of an increase in trim tith an
accompanying leap from the water. After the subsequent
return to the water, the cycIe may be repeated several times,
usually with diminishing ampIitude as the forward speed
decreases. The instability referred to is not due to rough
water. The severity of such skipping is influenced by the
attitude at initial contact with the water and sometimes is
encountered only over a narrow range of contact trim. The
severity of the skipping has been observed to be a function
of those features of the hull bottom which Meet the -mutila-
tion of the afterbod-y, such as depth of step or ventilation
ducts at the step.

) .&q/eof
afferbodyheel

[d=&
...,‘..,’134C..

M
.. 134A z

“134B 4.9

1

‘--’ -Afterbodyctie

[b)
fw ailOnqks of
offerboc&keel

m) Pm61etiew.
fbt Bottomv!eW.

FMujr 4.—Mterbdy keeI angle eaies. L.SI@eg tank IIU2dd IM.

The landing characteristics of a flying boat may be
regarded as undesirable if, subsequent to the initial contact
made at reasonable attitude and speed, the airplane skips out
of the writerin such a manner that the pilot cannot maintain
complete control. Such behavior may result in disastrously
high vertical or an=tiar acclimations when the air-
plane returns to the water. A Iarge number of skips is

undesirable because each succesive cycle occurs at a lower
foward speed and the piIot therefore has lees chance of
applying reco~ery forces tbrcmgh the use of aerodynamic
controls. The height the airpIane is thromm clear of the ___
mater, the attitude it reach= whiIe clear of the water, and
the range of initiaI contact trim over which skipping occurs
are also factors that enter into an en-duation of the instability.
Ln the present report, models with margimd landing stability
are of primary interest and a comparison of the relative
tioknce of motion of unstabIe models is of secondary
importance.

Method of analysis.-.l compIete anaIysis of the landing
behavior would require data in the form of time histories of
the displacements, -reIocities,and accelerations. A record of
the rise and trim of the model during a Ianding, vrith no
regard for speed or time, however, is believed to be sufhcient
to enabIe quantitative comparisons of the behavior of dif-
ferent model con6gurations to be made and to determine the
difference between models with acceptable and unacceptable
landing stability. This type of record rm.smade of every
landing during the test. From these records the initial
contact trim, the number of skipping cycIes that occurred
during each landing, and the values of trim and rise at the
extremes of the largest cycle were determined.

The data were analyzed in se~errdways. Comparisons of
models were made on the basis of trim ampIitudes, rise
amplitudes, number of skipping cycles, c.ombinations of trim
and rise amplitudes, and a combination of the trim and rise
amplitudes with the number of cycles and range of trim over
which skipping occurred. All these methods of analysis
showed the same trends of depth of step required for ade-
quate stability with variations in afterbody length and keel
angle. The data presented herein, however, are onIy those
for initial contact trim and rise above the -watersurface for
the greatest skipping cycle.

Typical landing records are reproduced in figure 5. Rec-
ords of landings at several trims made with a model judged
to be unstable are shown in figure 5 (a). Similar records
made with the depth of step of the same model increased
sutliciently to result in marginaI landing stability are given
in figure 5 (b) and records made with the step increased
sutlicientIy to eliminate skipping ahnost entirely are given
in figure 5 (c). A modeI was judged to be unstable if a
Ianding at any trim resulted in a Skipp-bg cycle in which
the main step of the huII cleared the free water surface by
a distance equal to 5 percent of the beam and was judged
to be stabIe if this cIearance was less than 3 percent. A
model having a behavior between these two boundaries was
regarded as having marginal landirg stability. Complete
freedom born skipping is believed to be unnecessary. This

----

evaIuation of modeI stabiIity appears to give resuhs con-
sistent with results of fulLsize seapIanes.
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Effect of depth of step.—The effect of depth ofs@ on me

land~ stability of the model with o~e of the afterbodies
is shown in figure 6. The curves showm in figures 6 to 8
are envelopes of the extreme values of rise above the water
surface at. the various landing trims, and actual test points
arenot given inorder to aroid complication. The curves show
a matium-rise peak which occurs near the hmding trim
at which the afterbody keel is paraIleI to the free water
surface. b the depth of step was increased, the landings
became more stable. At a depth of step which resulted in
marginal landing stability (13 percent beam) this peak is
considerably reduced. With a depth of 14 percent the model
was stable and no peak remained. This trend is character-
istic of all the afterbodies tested.

Effect of angle of afterbody keel.—The effect on the Iand-
ing behavior of changing the angIe of afterbody keeI but
maintaining the same depth of step is illustrated in figure 7.
As the keeI angle is increased, the landing behavior changes
from stable to very unstable. The peak of each curve tends
to occur at a trim near the landing trim at which the after-
body keel is parallel to the free water snrface-

lHect of length of afterbody.-l%e efkct of changing the
Iength of the afterbody but maintah@ a constant depth
of step on the landing behavior of the model is shown in
figure 8. Increasing the length of the afterbody changed
the landing characteristh of the model from margimd to
very unstabIe. The trim at which the peaks of the cumws
occurred did not shift appreciably as the length of afterbody
was changed.
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Optimum depth of step for various afterbodies,-The
greatest rise observed during landings of the various models
has been plotted against depth of step in dgu.re 9. Each
point appearing in figure 9 is not an. actual test point but
represents the worst behavior of a given modeI. The
horizontal lines in figure 9 show the maximum rise above
which the models were considered definitely unstable and a
minimum rise below which the models were considered
stabIe. Between them lines the landing stabiIity was con-
sidered the minimum acceptable (marginal); and, therefore,
the lines define the region of minimum acceptable depths of
step. The depths of step at the limits of this region of
marginal landing stability (shown in fig. 9) have been
plotted against afterbody kmgth and keel angle in figure 10.
These data clearly show tiat a I~rn-weme-in depth of
step was required to maintain marginal Ianding stability as
the afterbody length or keel angle was increased. The two
curves shown for each case may be regarded M the envelopes
of a region of depths of step which will insure marginal
landing stability of this model. A greatw depth of step
resulk in stable landings but the unnecessarily deep step
increases the hump resistance and the air drag. A smaller
depth of step than the optimum leads to some Ianding
instability and somewhat higher water resistance at high
speeds but dso leads to a lower air drag.

Depth of sfep,percent.bearn

(a) Eff@ of angleOfOftWbCdykeel.
(b) Effectoflex@hof OftdXdy.

FIOUES9.–EITcetof depthof step on maximumriseduringlandfngsmadewftb models
havingvariousafwrbodydfmensione.

Effect of gross load,—Tho tests which were mnric to
determine the optimum depths of step were nll mmic at one
gross Ioad. In order to find the.infhumcc of gross Ioml on the
optimum depth of step, one model with margina] landiug
characteristics at the design load was testml over a wide
variation of gross load. This range of lode is —19 pmmmt
to 25 percent of the design gross lend. Thu extremes of lhc
Ioading range correspond to gross Ioad coe~cicnts CM of
0.70 and 1.08, respectively, where

C.o=+
and
A. gross load, pounds
w specific weight of Lonkwatw (63.4 lb/cu ft)
b maximum beam of model (1.19 ft.)
Typical records of the landings rnwlc aL the extreme vahlcs
of gross Ioad are reproduced in figure 11. Thcso rccorcis
show that the change iu landing bohtivior, which iY slight.
over this rmgo of loads, is no grcatw th~in tlmL obscr~cd
from runs made under supposedly tho same txmtiitions.
With an optimum depth of step, selechl m previously
explained, the eflect of Ioad on tho hmding Mnvior of Lhh
model ~’as small.
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(a) &=74.1Wds.

FIGUEEIl.–Variation of trJmsnd&aft withhad duringIrmdlng. LangIPytankmodel1W3.
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TAKE-OFF STASIIJTY

The take-off stabiIity of a dynamic model may be deter-
mined, for the purpose of these tests, by the trim limits and
the limits of stable locations of the center of gravity. The
trim limits, obtained by methods described in reference 2,
show the limits of the region of stable attitudes at speeds
below the takedf speed—that is, the field of trim and speed
within which the. model must operate to avoid porpotilng
during take-off. A second method of determining the take-
off stability is to locate the hits of the range of fore and aft
center+f-gravity positions within which a stable takedf
can be made. The method of obtaining these Emits is
discussed in references 2 and 3.

A comparison of the actuaI trim limits is not made herein
but a cross plot is made of the part of them tiected by the
afterbody modifications, that is, the upper Limitsjust below
take-off speed (36 fps). A complete set of trim limits for
one of the models tested is shown in @re 12. The lovmr
trim Iimit was not affected by the changes in afterbody for
a.11practical purposes. (See reference 4.) Figure 12 also
shows a set. of two trim tracks obtained from accelerated
runs superimposed on the trim limits. These particular
trim tracks were selected as typicaI of the behavior of a
model at the Limitsof stabIe positions of the center of gravity.

Effect of angle of afterbody keel.—The effect on the talu+
off stability of changing the angle of afterbody keel and at the
same time maintaining an optimum depth of step is shown in
figures 13 (a) and 14 (a). F~ure 13 (a) shows that just

FIGrm 11—Typicaltrim Mmita@stabilityandtrimtrecksatextremelocationstithe G?nter
of gravity.

before take-off the upper trim limits rise to higher trims as
the angIe of afterbody keel and the step depth are increased
in the preceding reamer. This rise of the upper trim limits
results in an increased range of stabIe trim because the lower
trim limit of stability is determined by the forebody alone at
these speeds.

The range of stable position of the center of gravity for
four modeIs with differing keeI angka is shown in ilgure 14 (a).
These four modeIs each had a depth of step near the optimum
for landing stability. In general, a wider stability range is
shown by the models with the greater afterbody keel angIes.
As might be expected, the increase in the range of stable
position of the center of gratity principally is due to a change
in the after limit inasmuch as changes in the dimensions OF ‘-—
the afterbody generally do not ha}-e an appreciable effect
on the forward limit.

Increasing the angle of afterbody keel, with an accompany-
ing increase in depth of step such as to maintain adequate
Ianding stabfity, results in some increase in the range of
take-off stability of the modeI.

Effect of length of afterbody.-Pretious tests have shown
that an increase in length of afterbody (constant depth of
step) lowers the upper trim limits (reference 4); whereas an
incresse in depth of step (conatant length of afterbody) raises
the upper trim limits (reference 3). The eHect of increasing
the afterbody Iength and at the same time maintaining the -‘-
optimum depth of step is shown in @.re 13 (b), in which
the upper trim Limitsare shown to be Iowered slightly. The
effect on the limits of stable Nsitions of the center of gravity
is shown to be quite small in figure 14 (b). II the length of
afterbody is changed but the optimum depth of step is main-
tained, the take-off stability is seen to be relatively un-
changed.

CONCLUSIONS

The rwults of tmk tests made to determine the effects of
afterbody length and keel angle on the takeoff and Ianding
stability of a dynamic model of a flying boat indicated the
following conclusions:

1. An increase in length of afterbody required an accom-
panyhg increase in depth of step in order to maintain ade-
quate Ianding stabiIity.

2. Increasing the length of afterbody, and at the same time
increasing the depth of step in such a manner as to maintain
adequate landing stability, rawdted in onIy a slight change
in the takeoff stabiJity.

3. An increase in the angle of afterbody keeI required an
accompanying increase in depth of step in order to maintain
adequate Ianding stability.
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4. Increasing tlm angle of aftcrbody keel and at the same
time increasing the depth of step in such a manner as to
maintain adequate landing stability resulted in some increase
in the take-off stabiIity.

5. A variation in gross load Iarger than that likely h be
encountered in practice had no appreciable effect on the
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Ianding stabiIity of the model which wti-smurginnlly stubIc
at the design load.

LANGLET MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL L.4BOFLATOIZT,

NATIONAL ADViSORY COMWITTEE FOIi AEItONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, YTA., Notwnber 13, 19.47.

APPENDIX

TENTATIVE AFTERBODY DESIGN FORMULA

The results of the t&s are such that a simpIe empirical
formuIa oan be written which relates depth of step, length
of afterbody, and angle of afterbody keel for marginal
landing stability. This formula is compared with the results
from tests of other models.

The required depth of step for various angles of afterbody
keel and lengths of afterbody is shown in figure 10. These
curves have been replotted in figure 15 and a singIe repre-
sentative fairing has been made from the origin through
the test curves which represents the teei results with good
accuracy (within 1 percent beam). These lines are drawn
through the origin because zero keel angle or zero length of
afterbody is assumed to be stable during lancling and to
require no step. Each of these lines, however, is only one

I of a family of lines which exists. Th(! Comph!te frlrdy
curves can be assumed to take the form SI1OWNirl figure

0[
10

in which the two curves of figure 15 have IMcnrombincd and
the family sketched in.

The following equation can he used to rcprescn~ [hc family
of Iines in figure 10:

I whmc ._

d depth of step, percent beam
LJb length-beam ratio of aft[!rbody
a angle of afterbody keel, (leg
c constant
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The constant c may be ewduated at the point where the

two test series inters-ect; that @ where ~=2-61, a=6.2°,

and d= 9.5. Substituting the numerical due of the constant
tlma obtaimd gives

d=O.59 $ a

Data from other dynamic models that have been tested
in Langley tank no. 1 are compared with the preceding
fornnda in figure 17. The correlation is fairly good and the
formula is, therefore, suggested for use in preliminary design.
Several factors, such as dead rise, step plan form, and pIan
form of afterbody, may be espected to irduence the optimum
depth of step as selected from the aforementioned simple
formula. The model used for the tests had a transverse
main step, an afterbody pIan form te~atti ~ a po~t
at the second step, and both a forebody and afterbody with
tin angle of dead rise of 20°. The results shown in figure 17

for correlation with the present test data were obtained from
modeIs vrith angks of dead rise of 20° and 22fi0, and tra~-
verse and 30° -ree steps, but all had pointed afterbodies.
The depth of step at the centroid vras used for models with

L
To!

FIG= 17.-Comparisan of tentntire afterlmdy desfau formula with data Ilom s?veraltank

vee steps. These results =e mostIy from tests in which
the landing stability was judged from records made of the
Iandings.
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